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PATERSON, US: Opioid abuse has turned into a public health
crisis in America, blamed for the deaths of tens of thousands
of people. But one hospital is determined to reverse the epi-
demic. Since January, St Joseph’s Regional Medical Center,
which boasts the largest emergency room in New Jersey, has
stopped prescribing opioid painkillers in all but essential cas-
es, slashing overall use by more than 40 percent.

While these powerful drugs are an “excellent” medication
for terminal cancer patients or those with a broken leg, for the
vast majority there are far safer courses of treatment, says
emergency medicine chief Mark Rosenberg. “In our first 60
days, we were absolutely shocked,” Rosenberg said. “We had
300 patients. And out of those 75 percent of them did not
need opioids.” “It’s just a remarkable change of our prescrib-
ing habits and our management of patients’ acute pain,” he
added.

In 2014, 14,000 people died from an opioid overdose in
the United States, according to the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC). Since 1999, these powerful
painkillers have caused 165,000 deaths. The problem dates
back to the 1990s but critics accuse President Barack Obama
of being slow to respond to the scale of the epidemic, com-
paring his delayed reaction to Ronald Reagan’s sluggish
response to the HIV/AIDS crisis.

Back in the mid-1990s, drug companies, professionals
and authorities promoted opiates as a compassionate medi-
cine that would end pain and minimized concerns that they
were addictive. “It led to the epidemic that we’re dealing
with today,” says Andrew Kolodny, chief medical officer at
Phoenix House Foundation, which treats addiction, and
executive director of Physicians for Responsible Opioid
Prescribing. Clean for three months, former heroin addict
Erik Jacobsen, 24, is determined to turn his life around after
getting hooked on the class A narcotic.

Endless cycle 
It all began when he popped a quarter of one of his

grandfather’s painkillers in order to impress a girl he fancied.
“She was using it,” he told AFP at Odyssey House, a treat-
ment center in New York’s East Village. “That’s why I got into
it.” He never tried to get them legally from a doctor. He
didn’t have to, they were so easy to buy on the street in

Gordon Heights, a hamlet an hour’s drive from celebrity
summer resort the Hamptons on Long Island. “There were
so many kids that would get 200 pills a month and they’d
sell it. And then they’d still owe their dealers because they
were using more than they were selling. It would just be an
endless cycle.” 

That was until local authorities realized there was a prob-
lem, doctors clamped down on prescriptions and the police
got involved. “There was one night I couldn’t find any pills.
So I tried heroin. And from there, I never went back,” he said.
He knew three people who died of an overdose, including a
close friend. “I just kind of accepted the possibility that one
day I might die,” he said. “It’s horrible... It’s just crazy what it
does to your body,” he said.

White problem 
He got help when he was arrested and hauled before a

judge, who ordered him to enter a treatment program or go
to jail. He likes Odyssey House and their approach but he is
full of regret. “I lost everything,” he said. He and his fiancee
broke up because of his drug use and three of his best
friends still refuse to talk to him. “I want my life back,” he
said. He believes America’s opiate addiction is getting worse
and wants to do more to help others before it’s too late.

“It’s scary,” he said. “The people that were young in my
town at least, they didn’t realize what they were getting
into,” he said. “You don’t really comprehend how intense it is
when you try this thing.” Experts say the opioid epidemic is a
white problem. While heroin use is on the decline in inner
city New York, painkillers are most abused in suburbs and
rural areas-generally wealthier, whiter areas. Rosenberg says
St Joseph’s one-year fellowship, offered since January to
New Jersey professionals, teaches safe alternatives, how to
support patients to best manage pain and explain to them
the dangers of opioids.

Next January, the program will expand to doctors, nurses
and educators from across the United States and around the
world, with enquiries already in from Britain, Canada,
Scandinavia and Turkey. “If you can sleep, if you can walk,
then pain is not going to be your enemy. That’s what our goal
is, to make you functional in pain, not to eliminate it com-
pletely,” said Rosenberg. “We need to do something.”—AFP 
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the US opioid painkiller crisis
‘It led to the epidemic that we’re dealing with today’

Paterson, United States: Dr Mark Rosenberg explains the
‘Alternatives to Opioids’ or ‘ALTO’ program which he leads at
St Joseph’s Medical Center in Paterson, New Jersey. — AFP

WASHINGTON: This photo provided by Lars Straub shows a
microscopic image of sperm of a honey bee drone. The red
sperm is dead. The blue is alive. — AP

MEXICO: In this photo, fireflies light up in sync in the woods of Piedra Canteada, near Nanacamilpa, Tlaxcala state,
Mexico.—AP

NANACAMILPA: In the village of Nanacamilpa, tiny fire-
flies are helping save the towering pine and fir trees on
the outskirts of the megalopolis of Mexico City.
Thousands of them light up a magical spectacle at dusk in
the old-growth forests on reserves like the Piedra
Canteada park, about 45 miles east of Mexico’s sprawling
capital city. Piedra Canteada in Tlaxcala state isn’t a gov-
ernment-run park, but a rural cooperative that has man-
aged to emerge from poverty and dependence on log-
ging with the help of the fireflies.

For years, economic forces, including low prices for
farm produce, forced rural communities like Piedra
Canteada to cut down trees and sell the logs. Then, in
1990, community leader Genaro Rueda Lopez got the
idea that the forest could bring tourism revenue from
campers. Business was slow for years. Then in 2011, com-
munity members realized the millions of fireflies that
appear between June and August could draw tourists
from larger cities where few people have seen them in
significant numbers. Indeed, around the world, deforesta-
tion and urban growth are threatening the over 2,000
species of fireflies with extinction.

Five years later, the park’s cabins and camp spaces are
sold out weeks in advance, with the attraction especially
popular among families with young children and couples
seeking a romantic setting. “The amount of fireflies you
see is impressive,” said Carlos Landa, a Mexico City native
who visited Piedra Canteada this week. “Something that I
also find quite impressive is their synchronicity: To turn off
and turn on, that is something really spectacular. It’s like

Christmas in the forest.” The cooperative of 42 families still
cuts some trees, but has preserved over 1,560 acres. “We
log, we live from the forest, from cutting trees, but in an
orderly way,” said Rueda Lopez, one of the cooperative’s
founders. “It’s like a garden, you have to remove the
branches yourself, the dry parts, the parts with diseases to
really grow.” He said they have plans to plant over 50,000
pine trees in the areas they log each year. The idea has
spread to nearby places in largely rural Tlaxcala, like
Granja Interactiva Salma, whose primary business is still
crops like corn, wheat, broad beans and peas. But they say
firefly tours are a much-needed source of extra income.

“We are trying to treat the whole area here with no
herbicides, because it’s logical if we have insecticides, that
could affect the fireflies,” said Hugo Brindis, a certified
guide at Granja Salma. “We are talking to biologists and
the people who make these chemicals to see which have
less of an effect on fireflies and the forest.” He said their
operation is a reservation-only ranch and they are trying
to reduce the amount of people who visit the area, 250
maximum on the weekends, to maintain a sustainable
space in the forest.

In Piedra Canteada, the co-op acquired a small sawmill
in 1998 so it could sell higher-priced cut lumber instead of
just logs. The sawmill gives residents jobs and income
beyond the three-month firefly season. But the fireflies
are now the main source of income. “We have reduced
our wood production, you can say by 60 or 70 percent to
preserve the forest and have better amount of tourism,”
said sawmill manager Salvador Morale.—AP

Mexican farmers using 

fireflies to save forest

Common pesticide

appears to reduce

live bee sperm

WASHINGTON: A new study finds that a commonly
used insecticide kills much of the sperm created by
male drone honey bees, one reason why the bees are
dwindling. The class of insecticide called neonicotinoids
didn’t kill the drones. But bees that ate treated pollen
produced 39 percent less live sperm than those that
didn’t, according to a controlled experiment by Swiss
researchers published yesterday in the journal
Proceedings of the Royal Society B.

It essentially acted as an accidental contraceptive on
the drones, whose main job is to mate with the queen -
but not one that prevented complete reproduction, just
making it tougher, said Lars Straub, lead author of the
study and a doctoral student and researcher at the
University of Bern. Drones, which are the product of
unfertilized eggs, don’t gather nectar or pollen and
don’t sting; they die after mating.

Both the drones that ate insecticide-treated pollen
and those not exposed to the chemicals produced
about the same amount of sperm. The difference was
clear when the researchers put the sperm under the
microscope: The bee that didn’t have pesticide in its
pollen produced on average 1.98 million living sperm,
the one with neonicotinoids in its food about 1.2 mil-
lion. “There’s a reduction in sperm viability and the
amount of living sperm, but that doesn’t mean there’s
no living sperm at hand,” Straub said. 

Queen failure
The big question is there still enough of sperm that

survive to do the job, he said. Queens generally have
one mating flight and store sperm. Study co-author
Geoffrey Williams, a senior bee researcher at the
University of Bern, said the team doesn’t know how the
insecticides might be damaging the sperm, but it seems
to be happening after they are produced. This comes on
top of a study published earlier this year in PLOS One
that reported the high rate of US honey bee colonies
dying coincides with failures of queens. 

And the queen failure was linked to drones’ dead
sperm. “Queen failure is a big problem and this helps
explain it,” said US Department of Agriculture bee scien-
tist Jeff Pettis, who wasn’t part of the neonicotinoid
study but was lead author of the PLOS study on queen
health. “It’s not the queens themselves, it’s the drones.
It’s significant.” There are many problems - mites, para-
sites, disease, pesticides and poor nutrition - that seem
to combine to shrink the numbers of bees and other
pollinators, Straub, Pettis and other scientists said. Pettis
said he guesses that poor sperm health may account for
about a third of the problem.

Neonicotinoid-maker Bayer Crop Science spokesman
Jeffrey Donald said the firm’s scientists will review the
study, but in general “artificial exposure to pesticides
under lab conditions is not reflective of real-world expe-
rience.” Another team of outside researchers, Jerry
Bromenshenk and Colin Henderson at the University of
Montana, praised the Straub study as careful and signifi-
cant. But they said in an email there are still unanswered
questions on how much this matters.—AP

Recent deaths

of kids in hot

cars prompt

pleas to parents

DALLAS: The deaths of four children in hot cars in
recent days has brought the number across the US
this year to at least 23, nearly matching the total for
all of last year and prompting experts to plead for
vigilance and warn parents that it can happen to
anyone. “It just breaks your heart,” said Janette
Fennell, founder and president of KidsAndCars.org,
a national child safety nonprofit based in
Philadelphia. “We’ve done so much to try to get the
word out and maybe that’s why last year was down
a bit but this year is not looking very good.” Four-
year-old Samaria Motyka died on Friday in
Williamsport, Pennsylvania after her caregiver
drove to work instead of taking her to day care. In
Dallas, 2-year-old Boi Lei Sang died after being left
in a hot car in a parking lot Sunday while his family
was in church. Fennell, whose organization tracks
such deaths, said the number began dramatically
rising in the 1990s with the passing of laws requir-
ing that young children be placed in the back seat
to avoid air-bag injuries. “The problem is, when you
are out of sight, you can be out of mind,” said
Fennell, adding that infant and toddler seats now
are rear-facing.

The numbers of heatstroke deaths of kids in cars
fluctuated in the following decades, averaging 37
such deaths a year since 1998. Last year, with about
two dozen deaths, was an unusually low year. The
worst was 2010, with 49, according to both a count
by Fennell and Jan Null, a research meteorologist at
San Jose State University, who also tracks numbers.
Not surprisingly, states with warm climates all year
and large populations had the most hot car deaths
since 1990. Fennell said that there have been 111
hot car deaths in Texas, followed by Florida with 80
and California at 54.

Out of autopilot 
The temperature inside a parked car on a 90-

degree day will reach 119 degrees in 20 minutes
and 133 degrees after an hour, Null said. Parents
should get into the habit of always opening their
back doors when they leave the vehicle, according
to Fennell. Leaving a purse or cell phone in the
back seat can help. Other strategies include keep-
ing a stuffed animal in the car seat and placing it in
the front seat when the child is strapped in as a
reminder that the child is there. Parents also need
to make sure their day care calls them if the child
doesn’t show up, she said.

“It happens to the very best of parents,” Fennell
said. Sleep-deprived parents become distracted
because of a change in routine or thinking about
what needs to be done at work.”It is going to take
technology to startle someone out of autopilot,”
she said. In an industry first, General Motors will
have as a standard feature in their 2017 GMC
Acadia sport utility vehicle a system that monitors
its rear doors to remind drivers who have just
parked to check their rear seats if they’d opened
rear doors at the start of their trip.

She also noted that there is a child seat for sale
that alerts the driver if they are leaving the car and
the child seat is still buckled. But Null said he does-
n’t believe technology is a panacea, noting that
even if new cars were required to have reminder
systems, it would be a slow process for everyone to
get that new of a vehicle. “It would be a help, but
the biggest thing is education and awareness,” Null
said, noting his analysis shows about 30 percent of
the deaths are the result of kids getting into
unlocked cars on their own.—AP

Venezuela food

shortages leave zoo

animals hungry

CARACAS: Some 50 animals have starved to death in the last
six months at one of Venezuela’s main zoos, according to a
union leader, due to chronic food shortages that have
plagued the crisis-stricken South American nation. The fatali-
ties at the Caricuao zoo in Caracas include Vietnamese pigs,
tapirs, rabbits and birds - some of whom had not eaten for
two weeks, according to Marlene Sifontes, 52, a union leader
for employees of state parks agency Inparques which over-
sees zoos. Other animals are at risk across the country. Their
troubles mirror those of Venezuelans who routinely skip meals
or spend hours in supermarket lines, at times chanting “We
want food!” or even looting, amid an unprecedented econom-
ic downturn in the OPEC nation. “The story of the animals at
Caricuao is a metaphor for Venezuelan suffering,” said Sifontes.
Authorities have not given numbers, but state prosecutors
have opened an investigation into the deaths of “various
species of wildlife” at the zoo.

Economic war 
Currently, lions and tigers at the Caracas zoo are being fed

mango and pumpkin by anxious staff to make up for reduced
rations of meat, while an elephant is eating tropical fruit
instead of its usual diet of hay, the union leader said. The zoo’s
management declined comment. President Nicolas Maduro
blames the country’s problems on an “economic war” waged
by local opponents and the United States. His critics say heavy
reliance on oil, the price of which has fallen steeply, and
unsustainable economic policy are to blame.

As with all shortages in Venezuela, the situation for zoos is
worse outside the capital, though wardens are looking for
ways to keep animals alive. In La Laguna, a park in the western
state of Tachira, administrators said they had to seek dona-
tions from local businesses to get fruit, vegetables and meat
for the animals. “We are doing all that is humanly possible to
ensure the zoo continues to function,” said Oslander Montoya,
an accountant for the local municipality which handles fund-
ing for the zoo.—Reuters


